Spiral Art
1. Place spiral art ring on the picture maker to lock the knob.
2. Select a gear.
3. Place the gear in the ring and place your marker in a hole.
4. Move the gear around the ring to make awesome spiral art!

Dial-A-Pattern
1. Place pattern stencil in the picture maker.
2. Select a shape.
3. Trace the shape.
4. Turn the knob.
5. Trace the same shape again.
6. Keep tracing and turning the knob until you have gone all the way around the circle. Look! You’ve made some great pattern art!
TIP: Turn the knob the same number of clicks every time you trace your shape so the pattern comes out looking even.
**Mystery Picture**
1. Choose a mystery picture stencil and place it on the picture maker.
2. Turn the knob until one of the colored dots is lined up with the arrow at the top of the circle.
3. Trace all of the lines that are the same color as the colored dot next to the arrow.
4. Turn the knob so that the next colored dot is lined up with the arrow.
5. Trace the lines that are the same color as the dot next to the arrow.
6. Turn the knob again and trace the lines for the third color.
7. Lift the top of the picture maker and reveal your mystery picture!

The picture magically appears as you trace the different colored lines!